ENGIE DATA AND LOAD MANAGEMENT initiatives are based on the premise that connecting customer behavior “behind the meter” is as important as commodity sales “at the meter.” By reducing demand and proactively managing load shape, customers will save on energy costs.

REAL TIME METERING
ENGIE offers a proprietary Real-Time load tool by meter. A customer dashboard provides awareness into current energy usage by mitigating costs, lowering annual peak contributions and utility demand charges. The software helps manage reducing demand charges, integration of distributed generation, and storage.

Services Offered:
• VPower™ RealTime

HISTORICAL INTERVAL DATA ANALYSIS
ENGIE Resources provides our customers with recent load information to collect energy consumption by single or multiple metered locations, so we can better understand where and how energy and greenhouse gas emissions are used. The monitoring data is used for identifying opportunities for energy savings, load shifting, or budgeting energy costs throughout a facility.

Services Offered:
• VLoad
• Virtual Energy Assessment (VEA)
LOAD MANAGEMENT RESPONSE AND REVENUE CREATION

Load Response is an effective tool for reducing overall energy use and cutting peak load. ENGIE Resources offers an array of programs to assist customers in determining the best methods to maximize their existing and planned curtailable load, central heating and cooling assets, and supply contracts. Initially, ENGIE reviews peak pricing while the customer reviews equipment and operational aspects of their facility to determine the options most appropriate for the facility. Benefits to customers include energy cost savings, reduction of energy usage, and potential revenue streams.

Services Offered:
- VRewards
- Reliability-Based Demand Response
- Economic and Ancillary Demand Response

WEB-BASED INFORMATION SERVICES

ENGIE Resources provides a suite of price and load information so customers can make smarter energy decisions. By having insight into current and forecasted prices as well as access to historical prices, customers can better assess their risk/exposure, plan their daily operations, or take advantage of the economic market—providing you with a window into both Day-Ahead (DA) and Real-Time (RT) LMPs. In addition, customers receive LMP Alerts for specific pricing zones they select.

ENGIE also offers a Web-based Annual Peak Management service providing a seven-day forecast that identifies potential coincident peak events and sends an alert to provide customers the necessary information to strategically reduce usage during peak contribution hours—and set your charges for the following year.

Services Offered:
- VPrice – Zonal Pricing
- 4CP – ERCOT
- PLC – PJM
- 1CP – NYISO
- 1CP – NEPOOL

If you want to learn more, contact your ENGIE representative. | engieresources.com
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